JOSÉ ORTIZ-ECHAGÜE - Spanish photographer
An indirect appreciation
There are many ways of exploring the past and one's discoveries from each are frequently at
variance. Photography is one of the most accessible. For belle-epoch France for example the
detailed photographic diary of Henri Lartigue conveys a vivid picture of a privileged life and his
images are so well known they cannot really be missed. Much more interesting than Atget’s forensic
images! It is thoroughly enjoyable to wander through his vision of family life and that of the city and
countryside they inhabited, those they met, their pranks and joie-de-vivre. José Ortiz-Echagüe was
from a similar privileged background but in a vastly different culture. Only in recent years has Spain
come to be considered ‘European’ in the popular imagination. In the United States Spanishness is
classified separately as 'Hispanics', with some attendant prejudice. To we other Europeans they
somehow always seemed exotic exercising a fascination of ‘otherness’. Ortiz-Echagüe seems to play
to the gallery in this respect, his images reinforcing that idea. In international exhibitions OrtizEchagüe's work was honoured with frequent awards both for his unique techniques and his imagery.
His published work is powerful, to the point, often convincing even when the artifice is clearly visible.

An industrialist, the few private photographs published reveal activities similar at times to those of
the Lartigue family, experimenting with aeroplanes, adventuring, but they lack the French
photographer's playfulnes and do not involve his family. ‘Spanishness’ he does succeed in revealing
however with monumental intensity. He apparently invented and manufactured special bombs for
aerial use in the Moroccan wars. But he also invented, manufactured and used special photographic
materials and methods. The paper base was that used by many artists in other visual media. His light
sensitive emulsions and methods of coating it were special, his own concoction. The result is imagery
that occupies a rather uncertain territory between photography and perhaps lithography, at least in
its appearance. Yet photography it is, since even with his extensive reworking of images during
printing it remains within Barthes' concise definition: it was there in front of the lens. And as such it
mocks attempts at making clear distinctions between this medium and other graphic arts, at seeking
differentiations that probably always remain obscure in some way or other. But I am not flag waving
here (or anywhere else for that matter)!

Incafo published an attractive slim photographic biography with large page illustrations of some of
his work and an essay written about himself, 'My photographic life' (the book is in Spanish: José OrtizEchagüe: sus fotografias. Madrid 1978). It was one in a series on Spanish photographers. In that essay
he reveals that he was given a camera when he was 12, in 1898 (the first illustration in the book is
dated 1903, five years later at 17). (At 12 I won my first camera in a national competition but was too
poor to use it!) There are images of him with his aeroplanes and one, he comments caught fire flying
between Paris and Madrid. The craft is typical of the period held together with tension wires. This was
in 1913, which would make him 27 at the time. Quite a daredevil obviously and wealthy! He also tells
us that he used a large format 13 x 18 camera with an f5 lens and Kodak orthochromatic negative
film with its attendant pictorial qualities including rich blacks. It was in the printing though that his
special techniques were invented and deployed. A fully intellectual decision in 1934, he states, was
to photograph the people, monuments and countryside of his patrimony. Realising the inadequacy
of that camera for such a monumental task involved a change to a reflex 9 x 12 with an array of
lenses and attachments, including filters.

Roland Barthes in his popular essay 'Camera lucida' (an amusing inversion of 'camera oscura') presents
us with a part structuralist part post-structuralist analysis of the workings of the photographic image as
produced by the 'operator' (behind the viewfinder), the 'spectator' (us) and what he likes to call the
'spectrum', that is the complex of subject matter. To a point this is a useful tool. Of course, his essay is far
more complex than that but it will do for our purposes now perhaps to leave it there. What Barthes seems to
seek in his particular quest is what Walter Benjamin identifies as its ‘cultic’ content, though in a personalised
way. It is in Benjamin that we find another moderately useful differentiation of the attributes of photographic
imagery; cultic value and exhibition value. Rosalind Krauss in 'The optical unconscious' handles with skill the
fetish in the photographic image, a post-structuralist view. This might seem to be one element in Echagüe's
approach, in the portraits in particular. But Echagüe’s images succeed in confusing these. Hollier in 'Against
architecture', a commentary on Georges Bataille, discusses the fetish further in the context of the Surrealist

movement. Man Ray, Bataille, Boiffard, Dalí, Miró, Picasso, Duchamp all overlap the period of Echagüe's
photographic life but you might never be aware of it from looking at his images. Finally, Duchamp identified
the ultimately defining and dominant contribution of the viewer without whom he said, any work is
incomplete. And notably several of that consummate artist’s works survive only as photographs.

There exists a sort of fable that photography is somehow more 'real' than other graphic arts. Benjamin
identifies lithography as its immediate predecessor, one that firmly established the idea of illustrative
reproducibility. The reality idea is somewhat reinforced by Barthes. It is a difficult one to dispel despite tomes
written on the subject. In effect a photograph is as 'real' as a painting or drawing, no more so. Benjamin
suggests that the photographic image ‘devolved only upon the eye looking into the lens’. A snapshot might
perhaps be the nearest to recording an event as 'real', at least for one minute fraction of a second of that
event's existence. Most photography by skilled practitioners is more complex long before we get beyond
the 'operator' stage. The difference, says Barthes, being that the content was there in front of the lens and
did not emerge totally from imagination. The key word there is 'totally'. Cameras don't 'take' images; minds
make them. The mind behind a viewfinder has usually already determined what to include and how, at
what moment and in what lighting conditions. The negative then is already an approximate image of an
idea, frequently a considered idea, an emotional and intellectual response to a certain graphic stimulus. It
already, even at that stage carries baggage. Following this, further selection occurs. Parts are excluded,
parts selected, manipulations of tone and colour enhance the image towards what the operator had in his
mind at the outset, what he 'saw' in the sense of understanding what was observed and also to incorporate
subsequent response. This modifies the geometry of the negative image via cropping, adjustments to the
illusion of light and shade or intensity in hues and frequently other graphic devices. Whilst parts might remain
constant their relationship is frequently manipulated using many techniques. The gestation is not as long as
in an easel painting perhaps but it can be more prolonged than a drawing. Echagüe's original negatives
must be precise and of high quality. The Incafo book gives no illustrations for that stage. His comment
about lenses and accessories can leave little doubt though. Profound differences ensue then between the
negative and the image with which we, the 'spectators' are presented of its 'spectrum' when he prints it.
Each print is unique. The idea has been gestated and adjusted. It would be erroneous to mount an OrtizEchagüe exhibition from his negatives. It would have to be from his own prints, which does not differ
significantly from the reproduction of paintings.

Throughout Echagüe espouses a heroic image of Spain. Each image is as memorable as the
words of his contemporary, the Spanish author Unamuno writing on a spiritual culture threatened by
encroaching materialism. Like Unamuno he captures these last transitory moments of an intensely
involved culture, of rapture in religious devotion, of specialised work and dress for human rites and
labour, of rites in labour, of architecture redolent with disturbance. If one feels that to be little different
from other European countries then perhaps it is just more so in Spain and survived longer. One feels it
in his images of castles, mills, monuments, sees it in the eyes of people, in events carefully selected
to reflect ideas about what constitutes 'his' Spain. It was probably there but what we see in the images
is filtered through his intellect and imagination, his cultural background and of course our own. Spain
is noted for street theatre, events deriving long ago from Greco-Roman triumphs, theatrical
performances, Carthaginian ceremony, from its profoundly spiritual usage in Greek theatre but more
from the spectacles through which Rome promoted imperial culture in theatres like Mérida, causing
St. Augustine to select Roman theatre for especially waspish satire. Some of these street events are
indeed pure theatre, histrionics to promote a place. Some are more profoundly devout like simple
village Pasos in Semana Santa (the Easter processions). They differ widely in execution if not in
principle. The week of pasos in Almería or Córdoba is greatly other than the same week in an
agricultural village like Fernán Pérez close to me. One is highly organised as urban spectacle by
power groups, the brotherhoods (perhaps no less sincere), the other by the puebla. Echagüe conveys
both in his photograph of the Procession at Turegano (1947).

Turegano is a special village. Fortress and church are of one architectural organism and it symbolised a
significant turning point in the fortunes of the re-conquest. Nothing could be more representative of Counter
Reformation polarities following the military defeat of Islam in Europe and the subsequent repressions.
Echagüe’s photographs reveal to this author a fusion of both aspects of the event, enactment and
devotion. Enactment to persuade doubters. Perhaps it is still so even in some parts of materialist Spain. This is
social cement. The images have a semiotic structure repeated in the reportage work of Koen Wessing,
setting conflicting foreground and background, like his nuns passing through ruins behind an armed military
patrol. Wessing’s are more literal but one can read a similar idea into the Turegano scene where the

procession passes before a towering military fortress. (In both the background is ruins through time and
war.) One cannot be certain which is dominant; Intentional or not.
I suspect the duality is intentional and perhaps the underlying message is that of a Spain in flux, where past
strife decays but present strife lies concealed? The image was produced at a time of stress under the
Franco regime. Whatever, the image is provocative. It demands reaction. Perhaps elicits is better. And this
seems true throughout . That same topography in the second image of the same place, plate 26 in the
volume, where the fortress again towers, this time behind a seemingly innocuous plaza carries a similar
message. But that late evening light is eerie, even threatening, to say the least. Such an image needed
special attention to choice of time and position for just the right perspective and has to be posed first in
the mind? Then printed in a special way to reinforce the idea. I feel it justifies my reading of the
processional image. But then, that is my contribution to content and might have been subconscious or
even non-existent for the photographer, though I think not.

Turegano is heroic, suggestive of Spain's turbulent past, of the world of El Cid.

The portrait of the virile man with strong and useful hands and sinews accustomed to harsh
physical stress in plate 3, 'Basque oarsman' is of a different kind but it still relates. His aquiline profile
suggests lineage. Nowadays one is as unlikely to meet such a personage, at least in that
occupation, as in the Isles of Scilly. He would be in sport, in gig racing contests, the fast whaling
boats employed in both cultures. Dated 1934, when Echagüe first declared his intentions to portray
his patrimony, it must already have been an obsolescent if not obsolete occupation, a relic, a
referent to another even more distant heroic past, though Unamuno writes at about the same time
of sardine fishing rites at Espinho, Portugal in such a way that suggests these men did indeed still
exist there but their ways already threatened.
The two
carefully posed
and framed
images of
Basque
oarsmen in
studio lighting
omitting any
background
detail renders
them iconic.
They inhabit no
working
environment
and are
presented as
quasi religious
statements of a
certain ideal. In
short, fetishistic.

We now are aware that the Basque were the first modern colonisers of the peninsula. It is suggested
that they led the Vikings to north America, meaning that also was their discovery. Was Echagüe
aware of that? I doubt it. But he was certainly aware of a deeply entrenched culture, of the hardiness
needed to travel considerable distances at sea in small boats. The image, devoid of background,
declares concepts of continuity. Yet in the image of the same title, plate 33, a different young man
portrayed full face, lacks the calm assurance of this one, revealing instead doubt and insecurity; a
fear of hazards? With the photographer's processes or the occupation or perhaps the times?

Not so the religious images. In some the heroic surfaces in another form altogether. Plate 15 for
example. This photograph uses the low viewpoint that is the darling of modern Spanish photographic
'style' (it is useful!), with a wide angle lens to emphasise feet and earth against a rather solid sullen
darkening sky. Self punishment made heroic? Made in 1945 it portrays a paso of penitents carrying
heavy crucifixes barefoot over a stony way. This image intervenes via the previous paragraph to the
image in plate 1 (not shown), a congregation of country people at mass, an early photograph from
1903, where the priest is raised in a similar manner to the fortress of Turegano, in a turret high above
them. Contrast this with the Moroccan photograph below.

But in plate 21, 'Before the Virgin of the Rocks' and 43 of the same title detailed differences creep in.
In plate 21 intense devotion is visibly uniform. All the men are totally involved as believers, at least for
this moment. In plate 43, though the woman is also completely absorbed in the experience the
expression of the man's face and the tension apparent in his body intimates something different.
Scepticism and doubt, threat? Both were made in 1953 so there is no timeline difference. At that time
there was undoubtedly, Echagüe suggests, a profound religiousness in Spanish culture, an intensity
not yet clouded by overbearing materialism but perhaps threatened?

André Kertesz used a Leica, small, precise, portable, unobtrusive which placed the operator in the
position of voyeur, an 'unseen' (or unobserved) operator. There are many differences there both of
usage and attitude. Echagüe's larger format camera might be more visible making him as well as
operator and onlooker also part of the event. His images are also frequently posed. (There is some
generation difference between the two photographers.) There can be little doubt that Echagüe's
images start out with negatives at least of the same precision as those of Kertesz. One fundamental
difference between painting and photography is in the assimilation of detail. Left to its own devices a
camera image is minutely detailed, though perhaps not quite to the extent of a Canaletto painting.
This is what Kertesz and most photographers enjoy. Precision is a mainstay of 20th century
photography as, for example Ansel Adams’ landscapes in the United States and most war reporters
since (also known to pose images!). Echagüe's images suggest. They occupy a position somewhere
between painting and Kertesz, though the character of their subject matter often overlaps. His printing
techniques were akin to painting. Making his own emulsions, he applied them successively in layers of
slightly different mix to artists' paper. And on these he in effect 'painted' images with light. It would be
impossible to repeat, only to approximate. Possibly some of Man Ray's techniques came close but
Man Ray had a different agenda. Having made the rather rash statement that the difference
between painting and photography is in the level of detail, I now venture even more rashly perhaps,
into the world of the Romantic movement. Look again at that eerie image of Turegano market place,
the plaza. How much difference is there between that and a Salvator Rosa painting, apart from the
lack of colour? Say a drawing? Very little I would suggest, neither in the level of detail, intention, nor
ultimate impact. The suppression of detail in Echagüe's prints is powerfully suggestive, even erotic. No
longer literal they move the mind to complete the content and the spectator assumes, or has the
illusion of assuming, a greater power of interpretation. It is an illusion of course, because the operator
is concentrating intently on moving us in his way. There is also a feeling of belonging to an historic
Spanish tradition in art via its master painters.
Artifice is on occasions obvious. In
the image of the shepherd (plate
29) the layers of the image are
contradictory indicating successive
printings (superimpositions).
Shepherd and ram are sharp (in the
photographer's own terms, that is to
say in so far as any Echagüe print is
sharp). The castle in the intermediate
background is blurred heavily out of
focus, melting into the cloud base,
but by some miracle of optics (or
manipulation) the towering cumulus,
which is the furthest in distance, is
amazingly sharp like the shepherd. It
doesn't matter to the quality of
image but does force a narrative, a
message of an elemental
occupation, of caring and
protection that the castle cannot
sustain. Are we at liberty then to
allegorise this? The date of the
image is late, 1957. The elements
threaten; the shepherd protects
peaceably; force is ineffectual. Yes,
or no? The power is with you, with us to a certain extent!

The image of plate 17 could just as easily be a cubist painting,
'Tapadas de Vejer' of 1948. And I feel the heat in this one. Perhaps the
idea of Dalí and De Chirico or Picasso is not so distant after all. It has a
distinctly surreal quality in the way it suggests space and those
depicted in it without being merely decorative; retaining characteristic
qualities that are unforgettable within the spatial organisation of its two
dimensional surface. Even Duchamp might have seen authenticity
here so powerfully evocative is it.

Apart from these I have other favourites. The two muchachas of
plate 9, ‘Sly young women at mass’ are, apart from their dress,
thoroughly modern misses with whom, were I younger, I might
enjoy encounter in Almería from time to time. Very enjoyable to
build around that one. One could be in love with them. Then the
similes of cloud, castle and rocks in 'Cerros de Calatayud' (plate
11) suggest to me the paradox of the ephemeral, its often
disturbing sense of the eternal, of simultaneous permanent and
transient illusion, Sufi in impact. What is solid and what is vapour?
Much differentiation is dissolved in the processed flatness of the
image. I know the place; as heroic as Turegano. Its visual impact
remains strong. Made in 1953 the topograhy of that scene is now
sliced by modern roads though.

Contrived or not. I am fascinated by the airiness of the Moroccan images. They have that
diaphanous quality redolent of the interior architecture of the Alhambra - illusion, mirage, fleetingly
transcendental nomadic experiences, Sufi. Humanity and elements seem here not adversarial. The
men are part of the elements, transient themselves like the cirrus and the swirling winds revealed by
blown sand, heads the only apparently solid stable feature but definitely going somewhere. Earth, sky
and air are in obvious turmoil. Transient and eternally cyclical, always repeating, regenerating. What a
contrast with the image of penitents with its earthen stolidity! The image lasts. They all do. But I have
no direct knowledge of North Africa unfortunately. That of itself perhaps strengthens my response for I

see in this image those qualities the Berbers brought to Spain in their sublimely insubstantial
architecture with its romantic undercurrents. No, I don't believe that is just my own cultural
(dis)colouration either!

To generate an architecture retaining such fervent impact even now, requires emotional as well as
intellectual involvement. Creative and progenitive. It belonged to a people whose cultural well
included oriental Greek and Roman ideas as well as many belonging more anciently even to their
predecessors. Echagüe taps this element in his imagery, for me anyway!

This is a Spain I shall never see and never could have seen except through these images created by an
artist with a mission to proselytise. That it existed…? Perhaps. But even had I lived at the time and followed
Echagüe place by place it is one I am unlikely to have seen in this way. Maybe I would have observed
these same things but Echagüe’s images are so personal, so imbued with their originator's sense of
purpose, intent and integrity, it would not have been possible to have viewed them in the same way. These
are all cult images; there is no reportage. Perhaps their author is pursuing a collective image Spain
harboured at that period in its history; perhaps he is playing to the international gallery, reinforcing their
fantasy of ‘otherness; perhaps he is promulgating a personal mythology. Like all mythologies it contains
essential facts but they are clothed in a particular aura normally the province of original artworks. The
subjects and that Spain are largely dead except in images (and perhaps verbal memories of some). You
can't see them quite in this way now - perhaps occasionally in Extremadura. Their communication is
intellectual and emotional. It appeals to the mind, what Barthes labelled 'punctum', and to spirit. They are
the more enjoyable for that, regardless or even because of their dated 'style' but most of all for their
intensity. Style is something they surmount or ignore, as does all powerful imagery.
It would be good to have an extensive travelling exhibition of Ortiz-Echagüe’s prints, even quality
reproductions!
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